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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following report is in response to the Fiscal Sustainability: Financial Condition and
Transparency Performance Audit. For this project, the University of Denver Enterprise Solutions
Team determined benchmarking criteria for choosing comparison cities, described the financial
indicators used in laymen’s terms, described how to display the data online, analyzed the
financial indicators for Denver and the comparison cities, created simplified explanations of the
credit rating agency methodologies from Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s, and Fitch, and detailed
how to update the analysis performed.
The benchmarking criteria included the city’s population size, presence of enterprise
debt, presence of an airport facility, competition with Denver for economic activities, presence of
similar tax and revenue policies, geographic area and city structure, and bond rating. Each city
was then examined for ten years in order to provide strong trend analysis for the financial
indicators.
Utilizing these benchmarking criteria, ten cities were chosen. These cities include
Albuquerque, Austin, Charlotte, Chicago, Detroit, Fresno, Phoenix, Portland, San Francisco, and
Seattle. All except Detroit were chosen for their fit within the benchmarking criteria. Detroit was
chosen for its declining financial situation to demonstrate how Denver performs compared to a
poorly performing city and to provide a point of reference that Denver can use to determine if its
financial condition begins to decline.
When comparing these cities, the team used a total of twelve indicators. These indicators
were short-run financial position, liquidity, financial asset performance, solvency, primary
government revenues, governmental activities revenues, governmental activities debt burden per
capita, governmental funds debt coverage, enterprise funds debt coverage, capital assets,
expenditures per capita, unfunded pension liability, and pension funding per revenue dollar. The
audit included the post-employment benefit liability, but the team chose to not include it due to
our discussions with DERP Executive Director Steve Hutt. Additionally, the primary
government debt burden per capita was ignored because it included enterprise debt that a city’s
citizens would not pay for in taxes. Instead, the governmental activities debt burden per capita
was used to show the amount of debt for which each citizen’s taxes pay.
Utilizing these financial indicators, each city’s performance was calculated and compared
to Denver’s performance. In this comparison, each city is compared on each indicator basis
rather than on an aggregate value of the indicators to avoid the confusing method used in the
audit report and to avoid skewing the results towards any city that had a few extremely strong
indicators and other poor indicators. A mean, excluding Detroit, was used to determine whether
Denver performs above average or below average
As an additional form of analysis, the bond rating for each city’s general obligation debt
was collected. Then, the ratings methodology for each ratings agency was summarized for public
display. With these simplified descriptions, Denver can demonstrate the strength of its bond
ratings to its citizens in comparison to other city bond ratings.
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Denver was also compared to Moody’s 2012 Government Median. Due to Denver’s Aaa
rating, Denver is much higher than the median rating for Moody’s analyzed municipalities. This
factor demonstrates that, beyond the financial indicators, Denver has strong financial
performance as determined by a third-party. This performance is somewhat qualified though,
because almost every city with a population size around Denver’s received no lower than an Aa
rating from Moody’s.
To accompany the financial indicator data, a guide on updating the indicators and
choosing new cities was also provided. It details when to update the information, places to find
the CAFR information for each city for easy updating, and a suggested tool, XBRL, for potential
use in the future. Issues the team faced are also discussed for future reference.
Finally, appendices are included to highlight the similarities and differences between
cities, the Excel model used to create the financial indicators and a blank spreadsheet for
additional cities.
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INTRODUCTION
The Department of Finance for the City and County of Denver received suggestions from
the Auditor of the City and County of Denver about Denver’s financial metrics and transparency.
The Auditor suggested that the Department of Finance utilize a financial benchmarking system
and compare Denver to similar cities in the United States. The resulting information would allow
the Department of Finance to better understand Denver’s financial condition while identifying
both favorable and unfavorable trends. In the audit, thirteen different financial indicators were
used to compare Denver to six cities including Charlotte, Portland, Nashville, Columbus, San
Francisco, and Seattle. After each city was compared across indicators, each city was ranked by
its overall performance. In addition to this benchmarking, the Auditor suggested that the
Department of Finance present the financial indicators and their results on the City’s Transparent
Denver website to improve transparency and accountability with Denver’s citizens.
As a result of these suggestions, University of Denver students Nicole Archambeau,
Stephen Bandrowsky, Conor Hess, Dylan Proietti, and Danni Yan have worked together as an
Enterprise Solutions Team and compared Denver’s financial situation to ten different cities.
Through this process, the team determined adequate criteria for choosing comparable cities,
assessed and revised the financial indicators to provide useful analytical information for the
Department of Finance and the citizens of Denver, compared Denver to the ten cities to
determine how it has performed during the previous ten years, created a template for the
Department of Finance to utilize in future benchmarking exercises, and provided descriptions
and graphs of each financial indicator that can be displayed for the citizens of Denver.
The remainder of this document provides this information to the Department of Finance
for future use. It begins by discussing the team’s criteria and methodology for the benchmarking
process. Then it provides simplified explanations of the financial indicators used and how the
information should be displayed for the public. Following this information, the results of each
financial indicator is provided along with an explanation describing how Denver compares to the
benchmark cities. Additionally, descriptions of the credit rating methodology of Moody’s,
Standard and Poor’s, and Fitch are provided to explain Denver’s general obligation bond ratings
to the public. Finally, an explanation of how to update the financial indicators each year is
provided. In the appendix, a reference list, a chart of the benchmarking criteria and cities, graphs
for each financial indicator, the financial indicator spreadsheets, and a template for future
financial indicator spreadsheets are provided.
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BENCHMARK CRITERIA AND CITIES SELECTED
To compile a list of cities that could be adequately compared to the City and County of
Denver, a selection of benchmarking criteria was used. Primarily, the dimensions of population
size, geographic area, the presence of an airport facility, and being an economic peer with
Denver were used. These were larger, overarching restrictions that brought the University of
Denver team to a small selection of cities—which were further narrowed by items like
comparable enterprise debt, the municipalities’ tax revenue source and tax policy, bond ratings,
and city structure (meaning if the city also included a county within its jurisdiction). From these
criteria, described below, ten cities were selected to compare with the City and County of Denver
and analyzed over a period of ten years.
Population Size
The city’s population was taken into consideration primarily for revenue comparability
reasons. Because a city receives a majority of its revenue from its tax base, the more citizens
within the city, the larger source of revenue (in theory). It also provides for a similarly sized
economy and workforce with which to compare each city.
Enterprise Debt
Enterprise debt—the debt incurred by the city to run programs not specific to
governmental responsibilities—was another factor taken into account. As this enterprise debt is
not paid for by citizens, cities with comparable enterprise debt to Denver were chosen.
Airport Facility
The presence of a major airport was another criteria for selection. This type of facility is
an economic center for a city and represents a sizeable amount of infrastructure that would be
important to such municipalities.
Economic Peers
Several cities were selected due to their competitive economic status in relation to
Denver. These cities were identified to be in direct competition with Denver for hosting events
and similar indicators.
Tax Revenue / Policy
The majority of cities selected were chosen west of the Mississippi River, a geographic
divide between many cities’ tax revenue structures. On the western side, much of the revenue
collected comes from sales tax, as opposed to property tax. In addition, due to the TABOR law in
Colorado, cities in California were selected due to similar legal restrictions on property tax
collections in the form of Proposition 13.
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Geographic Area and City Structure
In terms of geographic area, the search was restrained to cities within the United States.
City structure refers to an attempt to find municipalities, like Denver, that contained both a city
and county within their jurisdiction.
Bond Rating
While not actively considered, each city’s bond rating reinforces the cities chosen as
benchmarks. With the exception of Detroit, which has junk bond status, all cities chosen have
highly rated bond obligations.
Length of Time Examined
One final consideration was the length of time that would be covered in the analysis. This
was decided to be ten years, to account for any major positive or negative movements in the
economy and attempt to create a more holistic view of the comparable.
Cities Chosen
Using these benchmark criteria, the team chose to compare Phoenix, Fresno, San
Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, Charlotte, Albuquerque, Portland, Austin, and Seattle to Denver. A
chart describing each city’s relevant information and how this information compares to Denver’s
information can be found in the appendices. One exception to the benchmarking criteria is
Detroit. While Detroit has large enterprise funds, it was mainly chosen for its recent financial
activities. It has had declining financial performance that provides stark contrast to that of a
healthy city. Not only does this provide perspective on Denver’s performance, but it also
provides leading indicators and trends that allow Denver to determine if its financial
performance is declining.
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS
10-point Test
To analyze the different financial fitness of different municipalities, Dr. Ken W. Brown
created the 10-point test using many different financial ratios. The ten ratios included in the test
measure the financial position—or the current state and relative success of a government’s
operations. Brown’s test is a comprehensive, but time efficient way to compare municipalities to
one another and was selected for this project for that reason. Additionally, all of this data can be
found in the financial statements of a municipality, which means those working on the project
will not need to coordinate with other governments to receive information that has not been
aggregated conveniently, like in CAFRs. To supplement the 10-point test, additional ratios were
also calculated to better illustrate the municipalities’ burden with regard to their retirement and
expenditure programs. These were selected based on prior use in the Denver Auditor’s original
report and after interviewing a representative from the Denver pension fund. With these
additional ratios added, the 10-point test serves as a well-rounded and fair basis for comparison
between governmental bodies. Italics denote all descriptions for public display. Writing with
regular font is used to describe the team’s rationale and decisions for indicators changed from the
audit. All graphs should also be displayed for the public. The team has also provided general
statements about whether a good indicator should be high or low and how Denver performed
compared with the average of the benchmarked cities.
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Short-Run Financial Position
The short-run financial position for a city measures the percentage of generally available
current financial resources relative to its annual governmental fund revenues. The reason this is
important is because it measures how long the unreserved fund balance could run the city’s
basic functions. According to the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, fund balances are
the difference between the assets (cash and other receivables) and liabilities (amounts owed) of a
governmental fund. Basically it is the amount left over after liabilities are accounted for. A
governmental fund is usually supported by the collection of taxes instead of business-like
revenues that are self-financing, for example: water services. The unreserved fund balance is
part of what is called the general fund, which is a fund that represents everything not already
allocated to a more specific fund. When there is an unreserved fund balance in the general fund
it can be used to pay for anything, since the funds are not legally restricted for another purpose.
A higher ratio relative to other cities would indicate that the city has larger reserves to
handle short-term, unexpected resource needs. A ratio of 0.4 would mean that a city’s
unreserved fund balance is 40% of its annual governmental revenues and could sustain basic
operations for 40% of the year if needed. To calculate this ratio, data from the governmental
funds balance sheet and governmental funds statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in
fund balances are needed.
Unreserved General Fund Balance
General Fund Revenues
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The graph shows that Denver remained below the sample mean until 2008, then eclipsed
the mean again in 2011 and 2012. Denver has increased its short-run position every year since
2009, showing consistent recovery since the financial crisis. This increase is important because it
shows Denver has been able to shore up its fund balance since the economic downturn.
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Liquidity
Liquidity is a measure of a city’s capacity to pay off short-term obligations. In essence it
represents how much of the city’s obligations can be covered with resources that can be
converted into cash quickly. The ratio measures cash and investments for the general fund
against general fund liabilities except deferred revenues. Deferred revenues are subtracted from
the general fund liabilities because they represent revenues that have been collected for services
not yet given to the customer. Although they are recorded as a liability they will convert to
income once the services have been rendered. Therefore they are not truly representative of
monetary obligations of the city. A high ratio shows that a city is more able to pay off short-run
obligations compared to its peer group and is, therefore, desired. The governmental funds
balance sheet provides the information needed to calculate this ratio: general fund cash and
investments, general fund liabilities, and general fund deferred revenues.
General Fund Cash and Investments
General Fund Liabilities –General Fund Deferred Revenues
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In every year observed but 2009, Denver displayed a liquidity ratio higher than the
sample mean. This shows Denver has kept a larger percentage of assets in cash and other highly
liquid forms, meaning it can mobilize its assets quickly for any immediate capital need. Detroit,
on the other hand, kept a very small percentage of its general fund liabilities in the form of
immediately liquid assets
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Financial Asset Performance
This metric is a measure of improvement and adequacy. A high ratio will indicate that
annual costs are financed adequately and that financial position is improving. The change in
governmental activities net assets is compared to total governmental activities net assets. Net
assets represent the amount of assets left over after liabilities have been met. They indicate the
government’s financial position/standing, or health, at a given point in time. The change in net
assets represents annual change, the difference from one year to the next. This shows if there is
any improvement in the financial position. The ratio measures the increase (or decrease) in net
assets as a percentage of total net assets. Thus a positive and high ratio shows good financial
performance. For instance, a ratio of 0.2 means that a city’s increase in net assets is equal to
20% of total net assets. This indicates that the city’s financial health is improving and annual
costs are appropriately financed. Information needed to calculate this ratio is found in the
government-wide statement of activities.
Change in Governmental Activities Net Assets
Total governmental Net Assets
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For this metric, Denver received a higher ratio relative to the mean in seven of the ten
years analyzed. In 2003 and 2009, Denver had negative changes in net assets, which accounted
for two years of lower ratios compared to those benchmarked. This graphical analysis represents
a mean of all the benchmarked cities except Detroit and Chicago. These two cities acted as
relative outliers and skewed the mean drastically for this metric. Even with those cities removed,
Denver showed greater financial performance than the average overall.
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Solvency
Solvency measures the percentage of revenue it would take for the city to pay all of its
liabilities. The liabilities are representative of all the outstanding liabilities for the primary
government. The primary government consists of both liabilities from governmental factors and
business factors. Revenues are calculated from both governmental and business and to reflect a
complete picture of the city’s ability to meet and pay outstanding obligations with annual
revenues. Thus a lower number is indicative of a more preferable situation. This is because
revenues are calculated on an annual basis. Therefore a ratio of 0.8, for example, would mean
that it would take 80% of a year’s worth of revenues to pay of the liabilities. However, a ratio of
1.2 would mean it would take one full year plus 20% of the next year to cover one year of
liabilities.
The solvency ratio requires data from the government-wide statement of net assets and
statement of activities. The data from these statements includes primary government liabilities,
deferred revenues, and primary government revenues. It is calculated as follows:
Primary Government Liabilities - Deferred Revenues
Primary Government Revenues
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The graph representing the solvency metric over the ten years analyzed shows Denver
sustained a higher solvency ratio than the mean for all ten years. Because a lower ratio is more
favorable for this metric, it shows that Denver needs more revenues to cover liabilities than the
average of the benchmarked cities. Important to note is that although this ratio is higher than the
benchmark average, it has been decreasing over the ten years for the most part.
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Primary Government Revenues
This ratio is a calculation of how much of the total revenues for the city come from other
governments. It is important to recognize how self-sufficient the city is or if it is dependent on
other cities for aid. A low number relative to the other cities benchmarked against shows a better
position to operate efficiently without additional, intergovernmental support.
It is calculated using data from the government-wide statement of activities. Data required
to calculate the ratio includes primary government operating grants and contributions,
unrestricted intergovernmental aid, and total primary government revenues. It is calculated as
follows:
Primary Gov’t Operating Grants and Contributions + Unrestricted Intergovernmental Aid
Total Primary government revenues
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Over the past ten years, Denver received a higher ratio than the average except 2010 and
2011, which means Denver is not doing well from a primary government revenues perspective.
While the average fluctuated around 9%, Denver’s fluctuation is sharper than the average
primary government revenues.
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Governmental Activities Revenues
Governmental activities are the city’s basic services. They include the police, fire, public
works, sanitation, economic development, culture, and recreation. The services are usually
financed via sales, use, and property taxes, intergovernmental revenues, or from revenues for
services provided. The governmental activities revenues indicator provides information about
the revenue sufficiency and the use of governmental revenues by the municipality. Overall, it
shows the degree to which the governmental activities can self-finance its functions and
programs.
The governmental activities revenues ratio uses the net revenue or expense for
governmental activities and the total government activities expense. It is calculated as follows:
Net (Expense) Revenue for Governmental Activities x (-1)
Total Governmental Activities Expense
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A low ratio suggests that basic government services are reliant on charges, fees, and
categorical grants instead of general taxes. By relying less on general taxes, the governmental
services are self-sufficient. This self-sufficiency is good because it means that the government
can use its tax and intergovernmental revenues for other services.
Over the last ten years, the governmental activities revenues ratio for Denver is above the
average most years. This means Denver performed under the average in those years. Denver’s
governmental activities revenues fluctuated around 62%. While Denver’s total governmental
activities expense is increasing generally in the last 10 years, the net expense for governmental
activities is fluctuating.
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Governmental Activities Debt Burden Per Capita
In the City’s audit, the primary government debt burden per capita was used to show the
level of debt burden on a city’s residents. After discussing this indicator with the Department of
Finance, the team determined that this indicator should be replaced with the governmental
activities debt burden per capita.
The governmental activities debt burden per capita looks at the amount that each citizen
must pay in taxes to cover the long-term governmental debt burden of the city. It is calculated
using the total outstanding primary government long-term debt minus the amount of enterprise
long-term debt and the city’s population. The governmental debt burden per capita, is calculated
as follows:
Total Outstanding Primary Government Long-Term Debt – Enterprise Long-Term Debt
Population
A low ratio demonstrates a lower debt burden imposed on each taxpayer. It also shows a
greater potential capacity for additional borrowing by the city.
While the team prefers this indicator, data has been provided for each city for use in
calculating the primary government debt burden per capita. If desired, it is calculated as follows:
Total Outstanding Primary Government Long-Term Debt
Population
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Over the ten-year period, Denver’s governmental debt burden per capita increased. The
average burden for the benchmark cities also increased over the period. In both cases, this means
that the cities analyzed are increasing the amount of debt each citizen is responsible for. In
addition, Denver’s debt burden increased at a higher rate than the average of the benchmark
cities, meaning that Denver performed lower than the benchmark cities.
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Governmental Funds Debt Coverage
The governmental funds debt coverage indicator shows the government’s ability to repay
its debt. By focusing on the governmental funds, the indicator looks solely at the debt for
activities funded by taxes and intergovernmental revenue. To calculate the indicator, debt
service expenditures and noncapital governmental funds expenditures are used. Debt service
expenditures are the expenditures used to repay debt. Noncapital governmental funds
expenditures are the expenditures that do not include capital expenditures. By removing capital
expenditures, this provides a better understanding of the funds available for debt service. A low
ratio is preferred. It demonstrates a stronger ability to repay outstanding debt. The Government
Funds Debt Coverage is calculated as follows:
Debt Service Expenditures
Noncapital Governmental Fund Expenditures
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As demonstrated on the graph, Denver has improved its Governmental Funds Debt
Coverage ratio over the last decade. After performing at a level above the mean throughout the
recession of 2008, Denver continues to offer a lower ratio compared to either than mean or the
benchmark of Detroit.
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Enterprise Funds Debt Coverage
The enterprise funds debt coverage indicator shows the government’s enterprises’ ability
to repay its debt. It focuses on the debt associated with enterprise funds and business-type
activities. In Denver, these funds include the Aviation Enterprise Fund, the Wastewater
Management Enterprise Fund, the Golf Enterprise Fund, and the Environmental Services
Enterprise Fund. It looks at the total operating revenue and interest expense of the enterprise
funds. A high ratio suggests a greater capacity to repay enterprise debt. Enterprise Funds Debt
Coverage is calculated as follows:
Operating Revenue + Interest Expense
Interest Expense
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Over the ten-year period, Denver has consistently performed below the mean.
Additionally, the city performed below Detroit up until the most recent recession, but has since
performed above Detroit’s ratio, but still well below the mean.
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Capital Assets
The capital assets indicator looks at capital funding for a city. Capital assets include
buildings and improvements, motor vehicles and motorized equipment, furniture, machinery,
collections, library books, and other equipment. These are assets or items that a city pays for,
uses, and must replace after multiple years of use. The indicator looks at the amount of capital
funding occurring for a city. Capital funding can then be used to see when ongoing maintenance
and repair of assets occur. It also looks at any future infrastructure enhancements and additions.
Overall, it determines whether capital assets are being properly maintained. It does this by
determining if assets are being purchased or refurbished at the same rate of depreciation and
disposal of assets. The Capital Assets ratio is calculated as follows:
Primary Government Capital Assets Ending Net Value – Beginning Net Value
Primary Government Capital Assets Beginning Net Value
It compares the primary government capital assets net values from the beginning of each
fiscal year against the net value at the end of the fiscal year. If the indicator is positive, capital
assets are being replaced at a rate equal or greater than depreciation. If the indicator is
negative, capital assets are being replaced at a rate less than depreciation, which leads to the
depletion of capital assets.
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Over the ten-year period, Denver has seen mixed capital asset performance. In some
years, Denver replaces its capital assets at a greater rate than depreciation. Other years, Denver
replaces its capital assets at a lower rate than depreciation. Over the entire period, Denver did not
outperform the benchmark city average.
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Expenditures per capita
Expenditures per capita represent the total sum of all governmental spending, excluding
investing and financing activities. This, then, includes only the expenses associated with
operating the programs and services of the City and County of Denver. These expenditures are
then divided by the total population of the governing body. A downward trend is a positive sign
for this metric. The equation for this metric is found below:
Net Operating Expenses (Constant Dollar 2002)
Population
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On this metric, Denver’s ratio is higher than the mean (a negative sign) over the ten-year
period measured. Additionally, Denver performs lower than Detroit nearly every year, aside
from in 2011. However, in recent years, Denver has been approaching the mean more closely.
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Post Employment Benefit Liability
These metrics were not used in the University of Denver Team’s financial benchmarking
assessment. This decision was made after meeting with Steven Hutt, the Executive Director of
the Denver Employees Retirement Plan. Based on his recommendation, the University of Denver
team chose to use the Burden of Total Pension Costs as a more representative benchmarking
figure for what the city and citizens owe to fund Denver’s pension, in association with the
funded position.
Funded Pension Position
Funded pension position is the same indicator as the unfunded pension liability. The team
chose to change the name after our meeting with the Executive Director of Denver Employees
Retirement Plan.
Funded pension position is the difference between the value owed to retirees and
employees for services already received and the funds available to pay for those promises. The
value of the city’s investments, represented as the actuarial value of assets, is then divided by the
total value of the pension liability, here labeled as “actuarial accrued liability. Please see below
for the equation:
Actuarial Value of Assets
Actuarial Accrued Liability
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Over the ten years, Denver’s funded position decreased. Each year Denver outperformed
the average of the benchmark cities. Though this outperformance is good, it would be better for
Denver to have increased in its funded position.
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Burden of Total Pension Costs
In its simplest form, this metric seeks to demonstrate how much of a municipality’s
revenue will be tied up by pension costs. A low number demonstrates a favorable position for the
city and can be calculated as such below:
Total Pension Costs
Total Governmental Revenue
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Over the ten-year period, Denver’s burden of total pension cost increased. But because a
low annual pension cost is preferred, Denver outperformed the benchmarked averages every
year.
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DISPLAYING DATA FOR THE PUBLIC
In order to facilitate the delivery of this financial information to Denver's citizens,
Denver’s performance for each financial indicator should be displayed for the public. The best
way to display this data is by including both the values used in each financial indicator for each
city, the general explanation of the financial indicator, a specific explanation of how Denver
performed for the financial indicator, and a graph comparing Denver’s results to the mean results
of all benchmarked cities. The team has provided sample graphs that can be utilized when
displaying the data to the public. These graphs begin by showing Denver’s financial results for
each indicator as a bar graph. Then, the mean values for the benchmark cities are compared
against Denver’s results. Finally, Detroit has been separated from every financial indicator mean
to avoid skewing the financial indicator results. The data for Detroit is listed in a separate bar on
the graph.
During the team’s process of creating graphs and comparing financial data, the financial
asset performance indicator was skewed. This was due to Chicago’s performance in 2007. This
was uncharacteristic of Chicago’s performance throughout the other indicators. Because of this,
the team decided to add an additional set of bars to this indicator without Chicago’s data in the
mean calculation. The team feels that it might be appropriate, in this instance, to remove this
outlying data from the graph and represent it without Chicago. Similarly, Detroit had poor
performance in 2007 that made the graph unreadable. Because of this, Detroit’s information was
not included in the financial asset performance indicator graph.
The team recommends that these graphs, along with the other information provided, be
integrated to the website for the City and County of Denver to further transparency initiatives.
The explanations for the indicators as well as an interpretation of each graph with respect to
Denver’s performance are written in layman’s terms so that they are easy for the public to read
and understand.
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BOND RATING AGENCY EXPLANATIONS
The following are explanations of the rating methodology for Moody’s, Standard and
Poor’s and Fitch. They have been written with the citizens of Denver in mind. The explanations
can be included with the financial indicators and charts about the benchmarked cities chosen.
Moody’s Bond Rating Explanation
Moody’s rating system includes four main components, with several sub-components
making these up. The four major ones include Economy/Tax Base, Finances, Management, and
Debt/Pensions.
The first category is weighted at 30% and represented by the tax base size, the full value
per capita, and the median family income. Tax base size is the total value of property taxable by
the government, in dollars. Full value per capita utilizes the tax base size and divides it by
population to bring the value to a per person basis. Finally, the median family income selects,
essentially, the direct middle value of income from families under the government. This allows
the statistic to be more skewed by lower income families than an average—to better reflect the
current state of the community.
The second major component, Finances, looks at the fund balance, year dollar change in
fund balance as a percentage of revenues, cash balance, and the 5-year dollar change in cash
balance as a percentage of revenue. This component represents 30% of the bond’s rating. The
fund balance represents the short-term funds available to a government. The year dollar change
in fund balance as a percentage of revenue looks at the increase or decrease in the fund balance
over a five-year period. The cash balance is the amount of the fund that is held in liquid cash and
can be used quickly if need be. The final metric measures the increase or decrease of the cash
balance over a five-year period.
Management represents 20% of the total bond rating. The institutional framework is a
measurement of the government’s ability to match revenues to expenditures and is one half of
the management component. Operating history is the second and is an average of revenues
generated by the government’s programs divided by expenses those programs create—over a
five-year period.
Finally, the Debt/Pensions is the final factor taken into account and makes up the
remaining 20%. Debt to full value is the first part of the Debt/Pensions portion, which is
calculated by determining the entire debt burden of the municipality, and subtracting all selfsustaining debt (e.g. services like sewer systems). This is then calculated as a percentage of the
full value of debt. Debt to Revenues is a ratio that takes the equation above, but as a percentage
of revenues rather than debt. The next metric is the 3-year Average of Moody’s-Adjusted Net
Pension Liability to Full Value, which measures the governments pension obligations over the
period of three years, and whether or not they can cover it using the tax base in place. Finally, the
3-year Average of Moody’s-Adjusted Net Pension Liability to Operating Revenues, which looks
at the pension liability in relation to the government’s budget, and whether the pension funding
needs will impact the municipality’s ability to run its programs.
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Each of these factors have overriding considerations that Moody’s can choose to weight
either more or less heavily. After making those considerations and adding the weights of the
above metrics, Moody’s chooses a final rating to give to the municipality.
Standard & Poor’s Bond Rating Explanation
Currently, Standard & Poor’s has rated the City and County of Denver’s General
Obligation Bonds AAA. S&P creates its municipal bond ratings by utilizing seven key factors.
These factors include Institutional Framework, Economy, Management, Budgetary Flexibility,
Budgetary Performance, Liquidity, and Debt and Contingent Liabilities. Each factor is weighted
to show its relevance and importance. The weightings are as follows: Institutional Framework at
10%, Economy at 30%, Management at 20%, Budgetary Flexibility at 10%, Budgetary
Performance at 10%, Liquidity at 10%, and Debt and Contingent Liabilities at 10%.
The Institutional Framework factor looks at the municipality’s legal and practical
environment. It looks at how the state government’s policies and actions affect the municipal
government. In particular it looks at predictability, revenue and expenditure balance,
transparency and accountability, and system support for the municipality.
Under predictability, S&P looks at the municipalities to forecast revenues and
expenditures on an ongoing basis, as related to state actions. This means that S&P looks to see if
municipal responsibilities or revenue raising capabilities change frequently due to state
government or voter actions. Through revenue and expenditure balance, S&P tries to assess a
municipalities control over expenditures and revenue raising capacity, especially when looking at
the ability to finance the services provided by the municipality. For transparency and
accountability, S&P looks for state government actions that promote the transparency and
comparability of relevant financial information. For system support, S&P looks for formal
mechanisms that the state can use to support a municipality under extreme stress.
The Economy factor looks at the surrounding economic situation for the municipality. It
assesses the health of the asset base utilized to provide current and future local revenues. It also
assesses the potential for increased service demands due to economic deterioration.
The Management factor examines the municipality’s ability to implement timely and
sound financial and operational decisions, especially when responding to economic and fiscal
demands. Because managerial decisions, policies, and practices apply directly to the
government’s financial position, financial operations, and debt burden, this factor examines how
management conditions impact the likelihood of repayment. It does not assess individual
managerial quality, organizational efficiency, or other managerial performance indicators. It just
looks at management’s effect on debt repayments.
Together, both the Economy and Management account for 50% of a municipality’s bond
rating. This is because management can tap the local economy for additional revenues if it
chooses to do so in a timely manner. In essence, these two factors greatly influence the
municipality’s ability to act and react during both strong and weak economic conditions.
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Budgetary Flexibility measures the municipality’s financial flexibility in times of stress.
The most measurable form of flexibility is the municipality’s existing available funds balance.
The available funds balance reflects all funds legally available for operations. With a greater
amount of funds available, the municipality has greater flexibility. Additionally, the
municipality’s budgetary flexibility is affected by its ability to raise revenues and reduce
expenditures. While these are less measurable, they are a major factor of the government’s
overall budgetary flexibility.
Budgetary performance measures the municipality’s current fiscal balance against the
projected/budgeted fiscal balance for both general funds and total governmental funds. It begins
by examining the most recent year reported and utilizing it to create a sustainable view of
ongoing performance. Then, this view is adjusted based on recent actions or events that suggest
different budgetary results in the future. By combining these views, current and future
performance can be used to determine future credit quality.
Liquidity measures the municipality’s available cash and cash equivalents for paying
both debt and other expenditures. It looks at the total government available cash held by the
municipality, the ability to engage in interfund borrowing, and undrawn amounts under
committed bank credit lines and other loan facilities to determine how much cash is available.
With more cash available, the municipality has greater liquidity.
Debt and Contingent Liabilities utilizes two measures to look at the municipality’s debt.
First, it uses the total governmental funds debt service as a percentage of total governmental
funds expenditures. This measures the fixed-cost burden that debt places on the municipality.
Second, it uses the net direct debt as a percentage of total governmental funds revenue. This
measures the total debt burden on the government’s revenue position. It uses this total debt
burden to reflect a value for debt burden that cannot be manipulated by an amortization structure.
In addition, this measure also looks at the municipality’s exposure to interest rate risk or
provisions that cause amortization or interest-rate changes beyond the government and issuer’s
control. By looking at this exposure, the factor reflects any additional uncertainty associated with
debt service levels for the future. Finally, this measure also examines the impact of increasing
pension and other postemployment benefit obligation costs and any plans to address such
increases.
Each factor is then given a value to demonstrate the municipality’s strength or weakness.
This value ranges between 1 and 5, with 1 representing the strongest factors. Once each factor is
calculated, S&P can implement both positive and negative overriding factors. Positive factors
include high income levels and sustained high fund balances. Negative factors include low
market value per capita, low nominal fund balance, weak liquidity, weak management, lack of
willingness to pay obligations, large or chronic negative fund balances, low budgetary flexibility,
or structural imbalance. With structural imbalance, characteristics include significant use of onetime revenue, borrowing for ongoing operations, unplanned fund balance drawdowns, recurring
unbudgeted expenditure and revenue mismatch, and significant dependence on volatile revenue.
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These factors can either increase or decrease a rating by one notch (AA to AA+), or cap a rating
at a certain level (cannot go above A+).
Overall, S&P views its rating system as sustainable. S&P’s tests suggest that if a
government maintains their current credit characteristics, 60% of ratings would be unchanged,
30% would increase by one notch, and 10% would decrease by one notch.
Fitch’s U.S. Bond Rating Explanation
Fitch Ratings are tax-supported rating criteria for U.S. local government debt. It
considers four major factors with relation to the ratings given to specific debt instruments based
on its security features. The four factors are economy, debt and other long-term liabilities,
finances, and management and administration. A security rating reflects the nature of the security
as well as its relationship to the general credit quality of the issuer. Not all rating factors may
apply for every rating and the factors are interactive. This means one large strength can offset a
smaller weakness. The process of Fitch Ratings involves analyzing trends in the four factors and
security features of debt instruments. The analysis identifies areas of potential future obligations
and exposures, which relate to the rating given.
The analysis of bonds, or securities, focuses on forms of support. Most governments issue
general obligation bonds. Thus the support for these bonds is the issuer’s general obligation
pledge. Another form of debt analyzed is special tax bonds. These are supported with tax
revenues. Finally, appropriation-back debt is analyzed where debt repayment requires annual
legislative appropriation. Because general obligation bonds are the most common form of debt
Fitch begins the evaluation with an assessment of the local government’s unlimited tax general
obligation pledge. This usually provides the highest level of credit quality for tax-supported debt.
Special tax bonds are evaluated using both the rating on the security as well as the
unlimited tax general obligation bond rating. Most common special tax bonds are sales, income,
and hotel tax bonds. In lieu of taxes, tax incremental financing or tax allocation bonds are used,
or those supported by property and other payments. Appropriation supported debt is a lesser
long-term commitment to repayment and is limited to bondholder remedies in cases of
nonpayment. Thus these generally receive a lower rating than the unlimited tax general
obligation bond rating.
The first factor, the economy, considers major economic drivers, employment, income
and wealth, other demographic factors, and tax burden. Basically, the analysis considers “the
capacity of the issuer’s economic base to support balanced, ongoing operations and repayment of
debt, and provides insight into potential future financial and debt resources or challenges.” Major
economic drivers are analyzed to show the economy’s breadth, diversity, and stability. Credit
strength reflects a broad, diverse, and stable economy whereas high cyclicality or concentration
in a small group of industry sectors or taxpayers is cause for concern. With respect to
employment, Fitch compares local government employment and earnings by sector to the state
and nation to understand expansion and contraction better. Income and wealth refers to trends in
income, poverty rate, and wealth. Again, these are compared to the state and nation. This trend
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analysis indicates the rate of creation of economic value and the implications for future revenue
performance. The demographic factor most important to an evaluation of the economy is
population. Population stability leads to a positive rating as high growth can suggest risks to
capital needs and infrastructure. Competitiveness, financial flexibility, and tax relief pressures
are derived from an analysis of taxation and the tax burden.
Debt and other long-term liabilities is the second factor considered. Under this factor are
included five areas of evaluation. These determine the extent and nature of current liabilities that
leads to an evaluation on the outlook for the future in terms of affordability and flexibility. The
five areas of evaluation are debt ratios and trends, future capital and debt needs, debt structure,
pension and other post employment benefit funding, and indirect risks and contingent liabilities.
These metrics serve to inform Fitch about the relationship of debt to available resources,
infrastructure needs, capital plans, the type used and repayment rate, and moral obligations.
Fitch analyzes a third factor, finances, to evaluate the issuer’s resources with respect to
how flexible the local government is in terms of supporting future obligation in both the short
and long-term. To evaluate Fitch uses five analyses. Revenue analysis reveals sources for
volatility and diversity. A diverse revenue system founded upon a broad base of taxes is more
stable, demonstrating a stronger financial position. Additionally, control over revenues, such as
the power to adjust tax rates without voter approval, is important to a good credit rating.
Expenditure analysis shows the local government’s ability to adjust spending in a timely manner.
Operating margin trends are used to compare recurring revenues with recurring expenditures.
When operating expenditures exceed operating revenue it can lead to depletion of reserves and
financial imbalance. Fund balance and reserve levels, thus, are the next area of evaluation. A
satisfactory fund balance, according to Fitch, acts as a cushion against revenue and expenditure
volatility. Liquidity is the last measure. Those with a strong liquidity position do not depend on
external cash flow borrowing.
The last of the four factors that lead to a Fitch Rating is management and administration.
Fitch looks at the tenure and experience of key officials as well as institutionalized policies,
budgeting practices, financial reporting and accounting, political, taxpayer, and labor
environment, and revenue and spending limitations. Strong policies and conservative budget
practices lead to a strong credit rating. Additionally efficiency with respect to spending decisionmaking leads to a better rating.
Moody’s Median Rating of Municipalities
The city and county of Denver, as rated by Moody’s, has a municipal bonding rating of
Aaa, the highest possible by the credit agency. By comparison, Moody’s puts out a median report
on all municipalities they rate—of which the median for cities is Aa3 and the median for
counties is Aa2. These median values show the middle point between the most highly rated and
the least highly rated. This puts Denver three rating levels higher than the median city and two
higher than the median county. Furthermore, this can be viewed as positive for the municipality
and indicates the low level of risk associated with investing in the city and county.
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However, also important to note is Denver’s size as a municipality. With a population of
634,265, Denver is grouped into cities designated in the “Population > 500,000” category. In this
category, no cities looked at by Moody’s had less than an Aa and in the “250,000 < Population <
1,000,000” category for counties, no county was rated less than A. Therefore, none of the cities
or counties that have a comparable size to Denver fall below the upper-medium level of
investment grade. Regardless, this still puts Denver ahead of many municipalities, even
outclassing the majority of ones relative to its size.
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UPDATING THE ANALYSIS
XBRL
For updating purposes, it is the suggestion of the team that the City and County of
Denver consider the use of XBRL for updating further financial statements. XBRL stands for
extensible business reporting language and is an open standard that utilizes tags to organize
financial data and further allows this data to be collected, computed, and stored by reading
programs. The language, if utilized in CAFR data, would allow a program to automatically pull
this data from said CAFRS without the need to manually comb through each necessary financial
statement in the documents. The use of this tagging language would save the City and County of
Denver considerable time and resources, but would require the implementation of this standard
in its own financial data. Furthermore, this would only be valuable to a project such as the
benchmarking one if other cities began adopting XBRL as a standard. Though this practice may
not be adopted immediately, the use of XBRL has been required by the SEC in the private sector
since 2010. If Denver were to do so as well, they could position themselves on the forefront of
transparency and perhaps be an agent for change in the governmental sector. The team, then,
recommends that the City and County of Denver consider implementing this language into its
financial reporting and consider whether or not other municipalities will follow suit.
When To Update
When updating the benchmarking analysis, the time of year is an important consideration.
To ensure that all data can be collected, the updater must ensure he or she begins after the date
that CAFRS are published for all cities considered. In regard to the ten cities selected for this
project, some time post June 30th would have been best, due to cities like Fresno and Detroit not
ending their fiscal years until this date. For all data to be comparable across the full 10-year
spectrum, the team recommends the benchmarking analysis begin after the posting date for all
cities selected in the comparison.
What needs to be done to update
To properly update the benchmarking analysis each year, the Department of Finance for
the City and County of Denver must consider several key points. First, the updater and anyone
else involved must decide if the original 10-point test with the additional pension ratios still fit
the needs of the government and the public. They must then decide if the cities previously
selected are still valuable comparisons and whether they need to add or remove any.
Additionally, unless some system like XBRL can be implemented across municipalities, the
person updating the analysis will be required to manually pull CAFR data from other cities
websites. They must then look through the different schedules and activities to find the necessary
numbers for each ratio. This may be simplified for the updater, provided that they use the
original ten cities suggested by the team, as it would only require one year of data per city.
However, should a new city be selected or the test be redone completely, it would require pulling
ten years of data for each city, which can be a time consuming project. When this CAFR data is
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obtained, however, the financial model provided by the University of Denver team will allow the
ratios to be computed and the graphs to be created automatically for the updater—saving them
significant time and energy. This information would then need to be uploaded to the
denvergov.org website for the public or used internally.
While this updating process allows for one individual to update the financial indicators
relatively easily, the team does not feel it is enough if Denver wants to find truly comparable
data and provide true transparency. In order to better understand Denver’s performance over the
years, the benchmarking analysis should be expanded from ten cities to fifty or one hundred
cities. By utilizing a larger sample of cities, a better representation of the financial health of
United States municipalities will be created. Then, this representation can be used to find each
financial indicator’s standard deviation. This standard deviation could then be used to create both
an upper and a lower band. These will demonstrate the acceptable range of financial indicators
for each city. While this would require a large amount of effort, it would be a worthwhile project
that allows the City and County of Denver to be much more transparent with its benchmarking
process. It would provide a better representation of where Denver sits in the nation rather than
how it compares to similarly situated cities. Additionally, it would provide better information,
allowing the City of Denver to truly understand how strong or weak its financial health is and
whether Denver is improving or declining.
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ISSUES FACED
Throughout the project, there were many obstacles. This section lists these issues so that
the Department of Finance can understand any gaps in the data. It will also better prepare the
Department of Finance for updating the financial indicators and choosing new cities.
The first issue faced occurred with the GFOA database. The team believed that the
database would provide enough information for the team to complete the financial indicators and
analysis in a short amount of time. Because of this, the team did not check the database’s
information until all the cities had been chosen halfway through the project. Once the team was
ready to begin analyzing the data, it was determined that the GFOA database did not provide
enough information for use with the financial indicators chosen. Upon discovering this, the team
chose to ignore the GFOA database and find the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
(CAFR) for each benchmark city for ten years.
Locating the CAFR information for each city was not extremely difficult. The majority of
each city’s CAFRs were online in an easily accessible location. Unfortunately, some CAFRs
were not online. In particular, the 2003 and 2004 CAFRs for Albuquerque, the 2003 and 2004
CAFRs for Chicago, the 2003 and 2004 CAFRs for Portland and the 2003 CAFR for Charlotte
were all inaccessible online. Thus, the team had to contact the municipal government for each
city to retrieve these CAFR years. Unfortunately, only the Chicago CAFR for 2004 and Portland
CAFRs for 2003 and 2004 arrived in a reasonable amount of time that allowed for the team to
utilize the information. The Supplement to the 2003 Chicago CAFR was also sent, but it did not
have enough information for the team to use for the financial indicators. Because of this, 2003
and 2004 indicators for Albuquerque, 2003 indicators for Chicago, and 2003 indicators for
Charlotte are not included. The team was still able to collect 106 years of CAFR data to be used
in the general financial indicators.
The next issue faced dealt with the pension data. In many cities, the actuarial pension
data required for the financial indicators was provided with the city’s CAFR. But this was not the
case for every city. For cities like Fresno and Detroit, the CAFR included the prior year’s
pension data. This occurred because the pension data seemed to be calculated on a calendar year
basis while Fresno and Detroit operated on a non-calendar year, ending their operating year in
June. Thus, the pension data for Fresno, Detroit, and Seattle for 2012 is omitted from the
financial indicator analysis.
Another pension issue occurred with both Austin and Albuquerque. While both cities’
pension data could be obtained, it was posted separately from each city’s CAFR. Instead, each
pension had its own CAFR. In the case of Austin, there were also multiple CAFRs for each type
of government employee that received a pension. Both the Police Retirement System and the
Employees’ Retirement Plan have their own websites and reports. The Fire Retirement includes
its CAFR data with the city’s CAFR, but only reports every two years. Finally, for Seattle, there
were multiple years where pension data was not listed. For these years, it was assumed that the
city did not contribute to its pension funds. Links to these pension CAFRs have been provided
for easy access to the pension data.
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Finally, a minor issue was the differences in the values reported on each CAFR. Some
cities, like Detroit, posted their CAFR data as the actual values. This meant that $1,000,000 was
written as $1,000,000. In comparison, some cities, like Chicago, posted their CAFR data in
thousands. This meant that $1,000,000 was written as $1,000. These differences led to
differences in inputting the financial indicator data. Some members of the team entered the data
exactly as was listed in the CAFR. Others adjusted the data to be their actual value. These
differences are noted on each city’s tab of the financial indicators spreadsheet. The differences in
values should not change the comparability of the financial indicators, but should be noted if
comparing the actual data from each city.
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REFERENCE LIST
The references used to complete the financial indicator and benchmarking project are as follows.
Chapter 15: A Manageable System of Economic Condition Analysis for Governments from the
book Public Financial Management; Written by Dean Michael Mead; Edited by Howard A.
Frank
Fiscal Sustainability: Financial Condition and Transparency, Performance Audit by the Office of
the Auditor and Dennis J. Gallagher
U.S. Local Governments General Obligation Ratings: Methodology and Assumptions by
Standard and Poor’s
2012 US Local Government Medians By Moody’s Investors Service
US Local Government General Obligations Debt – Rating Methodology by Moody’s Investors
Service
U.S. Local Government Tax-Supported Rating Criteria by Fitch Ratings
City CAFR information:
Denver, CO CAFRs –
https://www.denvergov.org/finance/DenverDepartmentofFinance/FinancialReports/Comprehensi
veAnnualFinancialReportsCAFR/tabid/442875/Default.aspx
Phoenix, AZ CAFRs - http://phoenix.gov/finance/cafr/index.html
Fresno, CA CAFRs –
http://www.fresno.gov/government/departmentdirectory/finance/financialreports/annualreports.h
tm
San Francisco, CA CAFRs – http://sfcontroller.org/index.aspx?page=118
Chicago, IL CAFRs –
http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/fin/supp_info/comprehensive_annualfinancialstateme
nts.html
Detroit, MI CAFRs – https://www.detroitmi.gov/Departments/Finance/tabid/86/Default.aspx
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Charlotte, NC CAFRs – http://charmeck.org/city/charlotte/finance/pages/publications.aspx
Albuquerque Pension CAFRs – www.pera.state.nm.us/cafr_archive.html
Albuquerque, NM CAFRs - http://www.cabq.gov/dfa/investor-information/comprehensiveannual-financial-reports
Portland, OR CAFRs - http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bfs/26053
Austin Police Retirement System – www.ausprs.org
City of Austin Employees’ Retirement Plan – www.coaers.org
Austin, TX CAFRs –
https://www.ci.austin.tx.us/financeonline/finance/financial_docs.cfm?ws=1&pg=1#FINANCER
EPORTS
Seattle, WA CAFRs - http://www.seattle.gov/cafrs/
Information on XBRL - http://www.xbrl.org/how-xbrl-works-1,
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/f17c6ada-01b9-11e0-9c3e-00144feab49a.html#axzz1870VA7Ui
Interviews with Employees of the City of Denver
Meeting with the Department of Finance
● Information about Denver compares to median cities
○ Useful to see if Denver is starting to perform poorly
○ Could be compared to cities like Detroit and Chicago that have performed poorly
in recent years
● Office of Economic Development
○ Determined economic competitors with Denver
○ Include Salt Lake City, Minneapolis, San Diego, Austin, Chicago, and Seattle
○ Have similar economic growth; compete for tourism and corporate operations
○ Look for cities with comparable enterprise funds and enterprise debt to Denver
○ Prefer cities West of the Mississippi River; utilize sales tax more often than
property tax
Meeting with the City’s Auditor
● Looked for cities with similar size, geographic disbursement, type of government, and
enterprise funds
○ Enterprise funds that were large sources of revenue
■ Examples include Wastewater, Parks and Recreation, and Environmental
Health funds
■ Did not look at tax dispersion or tax revenues; Focused on debt burdens
● Want methodology for financial indicators that is feasible and updatable
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● Ranked all cities on an aggregate basis because that was part of the 10 Point Test
Meeting With the Executive Director of the Denver Employees Retirement Plan
● Post Employment Benefit Liability not a good indicator
o Is small for Denver; represents an immaterial amount
o Denver caps benefits, making it small
• Burden of Total Pension Costs was suggested as a new indicator to consider
o Used in conjunction with Funded Pension Position
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APPENDIX 1: CITY COMPARISON CHART

City

Population
Population
State
(CAFR
(Google)
2012)

Enterprise Funds (Types)

Enterprise Funds
(Total Assets)

Phoenix

AZ

1,464,405

1,489,000

Aviation, Phoenix Convention Center, Water System,
Wastewater, Solid Waste, Golf Courses

$4,100,557,000

Fresno

CA

505,009

505,882

Water System, Sewer System, Solid Waste Management,
Transit, Airports, Fresno Convention Center, Stadium

$1,767,308,396

$16,681,011,000

San
Francisco

CA

820,466

825,863

San Francisco International Airport, Water Enterprise,
Hetchy Water and Power, Municipal Transportation
Agency, General Hospital Medical Center, Wastewater
Enterprise, Port of San Francisco, Laguna Honda Hospital

Denver

CO

634,265

634,265

Wastewater Management, Denver Airport System

$5,583,091,000

Chicago

IL

2,695,598

2,715,000

Water, Sewer, Midway International Airport, O'Hare
International Airport, Chicago Skyway

$17,259,872,000

Detroit

MI

713,777

701,475

Sewage Disposal Fund, Transportation Fund, Water Fund,
Automobile Parking Fund

$7,045,914,916

Charlotte

NC

772,627

775,202

Water and Sewer, Storm Water, Airport, Public Transit

$6,831,778,000

Albuquerque

NM

552,804

555,417

Airport, Refuse Disposal, Transit Fund

$626,653,347

Portland
Austin

OR
TX

585,845
821,012

603,106
842,592

Sewage, Water
Energy, Water Utility, Airport

$3,967,432,521
$8,253,436,000

Seattle

WA

616,500

634,535

Light, Water, Drainage & Wastewater, Solid Waste

$5,792,466,000
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Economic
Peers

City

Airport Facility

Airport Owner

Airport Operator

Phoenix

Phoenix Sky Harbor
International Airport

City of Phoenix

Phoenix Airport
System

City & County Seat

City of Fresno

City of Fresno Airports
Division

City & County Seat

San Francisco Airport
Commission

City & County

Fresno
San
Francisco
Denver

Chicago
Detroit
Charlotte

Fresno Yosemite
International Airport and
Fresno Chandler
Executive Airport
San Francisco
International Airport
Denver International
Airport
Chicago O'Hare
International Airport and
Midway International
Airport
Detroit Metropolitan
Wayne County Airport
Charlotte Douglas
International Airport

City & County
of San Francisco
City & County
of Denver
Department of
Aviation
City of Chicago
Wayne County,
Michigan
City of Charlotte

City Structure

City & County of
Denver Department of
Aviation

X

City & County

Chicago Department of
Aviation

X

City & County Seat

Wayne County Airport
Authority
Charlotte Aviation
Department

City & County Seat
City & County Seat

Albuquerque

Albuquerque
International Sunport

City of
Albuquerque

Albuquerque Aviation
Department

City & County Seat

Portland

Portland International
Airport

Port of Portland

Port of Portland

City & County Seat

Austin

Austin-Bergstrom
International Airport

City of Austin

City of Austin Aviation
Department

X

City & County Seat

Seattle

Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport

Port of Seattle

Port of Seattle

X

City & County Seat
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City

Fitch Bond
Rating (General
Obligation)

Moody's Bond
Rating (General
Obligation)

S&P Bond Rating
(General
Obligation)

Phoenix

-

Aa1

AAA

Fresno

AA

Aa2

AA

San
Francisco

AA-

Aa2

AA

Denver

AAA

Aaa

AAA

Chicago

AA-

Aa3

A+

Detroit

CCC

B3

B

Charlotte

AAA

Aaa

AAA

Albuquerque

AA+

Aa1

AAA

Portland

-

Aaa

-

Austin

AAA

Aaa

AAA

Seattle

AAA

Aaa

AAA
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APPENDIX 2: CITY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
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